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Abstract: The Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem (DVRP) is one of the most important problems
in the area of enterprise logistics. DVRP problems involve these dynamics: the appearance of
customers, travel times, service times, or vehicle availability. One of the most often considered
aspects of the DVRP is the availability of customers, in which a part or all of the customers are
revealed dynamically during the design or execution of the routes. A classification of the DVRP
problem due to various elements causing dynamism is proposed. The aim of the paper is to
distinguish dynamic VRP, which takes into account the dynamic appearance of customers to serve
during the design or execution of the routes. In particular, the difference between the predictive
and unexpected aspects of the customer’s availability is considered. Above all, the variant of
customer’s availability which is predicted according to an appropriate general rule is modeled using
the algebraic-logical meta-model (ALMM). It is a methodology which enables making collective
decisions in successive process stages, not separately for individual vehicles. The algebraic-logical
model of the dynamic vehicle routing problem with predicted consumer availability is proposed.
The paper shows the possibilities of applying the ALMM approach to dynamic problems both with
predicted and unexpected customer availability.

Keywords: dynamic vehicle routing problem; modeling and optimization of dynamic discrete
systems; collective decision making; heuristic method; multistage decision process; algebraic-logical
meta-model (ALMM)

1. Introduction

The basic Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) consists in an efficient set of multiple routes for a fleet
of vehicles that all start and end at a central depot to service a given set of customers (e.g., warehouses,
stores, schools, cities), when each customer should be visited once by only one vehicle at the lowest
cost. Thus, all data is known in advance, i.e., it is a static problem.

The real logistic and manufacturing problems are one of the most challenging because the large
number of them is dynamic. In general, in the dynamic problem, a part or all of the input data is
revealed dynamically during the design or implementation of a statically planned solution. Dynamic
problems are much harder to solve than static combinatorial optimization problems, where all data are
known in advance, i.e., before the optimization process has started. The Dynamic Vehicle Routing
Problem (DVRP) is one of the important variants of VRP. Its aim consists in designing the optimal set
of routes for a fleet of vehicles in order to serve a given set of customers while new customer orders
arrive during the performance of the planned earlier work day. Thus, routes must be reconfigured
dynamically while executing the current simulation [1]. The supply and distribution companies,
courier services, transport of disabled people and medical emergency services are examples of real-life
DVRP applications.
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In the literature, the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) problems are widely discussed and a
number of variants of classical VRP have been studied. The most popular variant is Capacitated
VRP (CVRP), where each customer has a demand for good and vehicles have the finite capacity [2,3].
Second is the VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW), where each customer must be visited during a
specific time frame [4]. If goods have to be picked up and delivered in specific amounts at the
vertices, it means the Pick-up and Delivery VRP (PDP-VRP) [5]. In particular, the Vehicle Routing
Problem with Simultaneous Pickup and Delivery (VRPSPD) considers clients that require pick-up
and delivery service simultaneously [6,7]. The Heterogeneous fleet VRP (HVRP) denotes different
capacities of vehicles [8–11]. In particular, the paper [8] presents heterogeneous VRP review, including
classification, considerable input data characteristics, and decision making approaches, and heuristic
and meta-heuristics algorithms. Routing problems that involve moving people between locations
are referred to as Dial-A-Ride-Problem (DARP) [12,13] or Dial-A-Flight-Problem (DAFP), for air
transport [14].

The DVRP is an NP-hard optimization problem. Because of that, the exact optimization techniques
are not used effectively to solve it and usually approximate methods are used, although they do not
guarantee an optimal solution. Dynamic problems have usually been solved using re-optimization
(periodic re-optimization or continuous re-optimization) or fast insertion techniques heuristics with
background optimization techniques [15]. The periodic re-optimization approaches start at the
beginning of the day with a first optimization that produces an initial set of routes. Then, an optimization
procedure periodically solves a static problem corresponding to the current state, either whenever the
available data changes or at fixed intervals of time [16]. In continuous re-optimization approaches,
the optimization is performed throughout the day. The information on good solutions is stored in
an adaptive memory. Whenever the available data changes, a decision procedure aggregates the
information from the memory to update the current routing [17].

The optimization techniques include meta-heuristics, for example, Genetic Algorithm (GA),
Ant Colony System (AS), Multi-Particle Swarm Optimization (MAPSO), and Tabu Search (TS).
In particular, DVRP can be considered as an extension to the standard VRPs that is created by
decomposing a DVRP into a sequence of static VRPs [18]. Metaheuristics for Dynamic Vehicle
Routing are described in the paper [1]. The authors deal with two methods of solving the problem:
population-based metaheuristics (e.g., Ant Colony, Evolutionary Algorithms, and Particle Swarm
Optimization) and trajectory-based metaheuristics (e.g., Tabu Search, Greedy Randomized Adaptive
Search Procedure (GRASP), variable neighborhood search). Also, a number of real-life applications
and dynamic performances measures of different metaheuristics are described. The approaches based
on dynamic programming could be also classified as trajectory based simulations [19,20]. In [21] DVRP
is solved using an enhanced Genetic Algorithm (GA) that tries to increase both diversity and the
capability to escape from local optima.

Moreover, there are also dynamic problems where the existence of the input data is known but
the exact time of their availability is not known in advance. This availability may depend on the state
of the system and can be determined using a general rule specifying any dependencies between input
data (for example rule according to which it can be determined from when it is possible to deliver to
the given company). It is impossible to determine a priori values of all variables and parameters for
this class of problems. In such problems, not all decisions are possible at every stage due to the existing
constraints or dynamic input data. In consequence, it is hard or impossible to simply implement
the improvement algorithms because a significant number of obtained solutions will not be allowed.
Thus, such problems require a distinct approach that allows one to construct the solution sequentially
and significantly reduce the number of impossible solutions. The decision-making process should
be carried out in stages. An approach that meets these needs is the Algebraic-Logical Meta-Model
(ALMM). The ALMM approach is based on a multistage decision-making process, where the decision
is made jointly and considers the current situation (current process state). It is a trajectory-based
simulation. Previously, the ALMM approach has been used for a dynamic vehicle routing problem [22]
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and the supply routes for a multi-location companies problem [23]. This paper presents an approach
based on the ALMM methodology for a dynamic vehicle routing problem with the possibility of
modeling the dynamic predictive events, in particular, the appearance of new customers to visit during
the simulation according to an appropriate general rule.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• supplementing and refining the classification of problems related to dynamic elements related
to customers;

• presenting the possibilities of applying the Algebraic-Logical Meta-Model approach to dynamic
problems where input data availability may depend on the state of the system and can be
determined by a special rule. In particular, collective decision making in dynamic vehicle routing
problems with predicted consumer availability is proposed;

• presenting the possibilities of applying the Algebraic-Logical Meta-Model approach to dynamic
problems with unexpected customer availability;

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 1.1 reviews the literature of dynamic
elements in VRP. Section 2 presents predictive and unexpected events in Dynamic VRP. The definition
and features of Algebraic-Logical Meta-Model are presented in Section 3. Section 4 includes the
description and formulation of the DVRP with predicted consumer availability. The particular elements
of an algebraic-logical model of DVRP with predicted consumer availability are described in Section 5.
In particular, an opportunity to model the problem with unexpected customer availability is proposed
in Section 5.9. Section 6 presents the additional remarks connected with additional prediction, followed
by discussion in Section 7.

1.1. Dynamic Elements in Vehicle Routing Problems

There are various reasons for changing the input data in Dynamic VRP. It is possible to define
several dynamic features which cause dynamism in the classical VRP. It should be emphasized that
various dynamic features imply a set of different Dynamic VRPs. The most often considered are
uncertain inputs (e.g., new requests or cancellations can happen at any time, customers could modify
size or deadline of their orders, the travel time for some routes could be increased due to a traffic
accident) or stochastic inputs (e.g., customer demands are represented by random variables).

An extensive review of the DVRP literature has been presented by the Pillac at al. in [16].
The authors have introduced the notion of degree of dynamism. Additionally, a comprehensive review
of applications and solution methods for dynamic vehicle routing problems is presented. Moreover,
the authors draw attention to the need to introduce the taxonomy of dynamic vehicle routing problems.
Thanks to this, more precise classification of approaches, evaluation of similarities between problems,
and fostering the development of generic frameworks would be possible. An attempt to create such
a taxonomy was taken in [24]. Psaraftis at al. have develop a taxonomy of DVRP papers according
to 11 criteria: type of problem, logistical context, transportation mode, objective function, fleet size,
time constraints, vehicle capacity constraints, the ability to reject customers, the nature of the dynamic
element, the nature of the stochasticity, and the solution method.

A short overview of vehicle routing variants and a classification depending on the nature of the
available data is presented in [15]. A short summary of various algorithms for solving dynamic and
stochastic VRPs is included. Additionally, VRP with Stochastic Customers is described, where not
all customer requests are known a priori, but stochastic information about the expected number of
customer requests is considered. The dynamically revealed demand for a set of known customers
is another example of DVPR. An example is a problem where customers’ demands follow known
probability distributions and a customer’s actual demand is only revealed when the vehicle arrives at
the customer location [20]. Another variant of dynamic stochastic VRP is presented in [25]. Authors also
consider customers whose demand is known only when the vehicle arrives at them and they should be
visited based on the sequence of the a priori tour, but additionally, the final route includes returns to
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the depot when the vehicle needs replenishment. The decision about replenishment depends on the
demand of the next customer. Furthermore, dynamic VRP where customers’ demand distribution is
unknown and not certain is discussed in [26].

Also, dynamic pickup and delivery problem with impatient customers is considered [27]. The fleet
of vehicles transports a good from a pickup location to a delivery location. The vehicles have a unitary
capacity. Each customer may cancel the request if the good is not picked up before a deadline. It is
considered that the deadline is stochastic, requests’ arrival time and locations are distributed according
to a certain stochastic process and the requests’ information is disclosed only at the arrival time.

VRP becomes Vehicle Routing Problems with Uncertainty (VRPU) when one or both of demand
and edge costs, including transportation cost and travel time, are uncertain. The optimization approach
for solving VRPU includes stochastic and robust optimization approaches [28]. A robust vehicle
routing problem with hard time windows, in which travel times are considered uncertain due to
potential delays based on weather conditions, port congestion or strikes, or mechanical problems,
is presented in [29]. Moreover, more than fifty articles of stochastic VRPs have been described
in [30]. The uncertain data was categorized into four stochastic factors: customer demand, travel time,
customers, and service time.

An interesting example of a dynamic VRP is a vehicle routing with cross-docking [31,32]. A fleet
of vehicles leaving from the cross-dock takes routes to visit backhaul suppliers to pick-up the ordered
goods, then returns to the cross-dock. The delivered goods are sorted according to the orders and
distributed to the destination customers. In the presented version, it is assumed that at the cross-docking
stage the arrival time of all inbound vehicles is equal to the departure time of all outbound vehicles.
The problem becomes even more complicated when these times are different and also the cross-docking
capacity is limited. Then it is a problem in which decisions are made depends on the state of the system.

Finally, the source of dynamism is vehicle availability, the possible breakdown of vehicles for
example. Tabu Search algorithms are developed to solve the problem of a vehicle breaks down during
the delivery to minimizing the costs is considered in [33]. The multiple-depot vehicle type rescheduling
problem (MDVTRSP) is a dynamic extension of the classic multiple-depot vehicle scheduling problem
(MDVSP), where a heterogeneous fleet is considered in [34]. The authors consider the breakdown of
vehicles and the need to create a new schedule by minimizing transportation costs and deviations from
the original plan. The paper [35] introduces and studies real-time vehicle rerouting problems with
time windows that undergo service disruptions due to vehicle breakdowns. A Lagrangian relaxation
based-heuristic has been developed for solving the vehicles rerouting problem with the objective of
minimizing a weighted sum of operating, service cancellation, and route disruption costs.

2. Predictive and Unexpected Events in Dynamic VRP

The various dynamic features imply a set of different Dynamic VRPs. Proper classification
of the problem is very important for the selection of the solution method, and for dynamic
problems, it is important to determine the type of dynamism. It may result, among others, from an
availability of information which can distinguish two main types: locally available information
(e.g., a number of available vehicles, a demand of a certain customer) and globally available information
(e.g., current traffic intensity in the city traffic from the GPS, news about a road closure due to an
accident broadcasted by radio).

Nature of Dynamic VRP is different and it depends largely on the element issues. One of
the most often considered aspects of the dynamic problem DVRP is the availability of recipients.
According to [36] some 80% of the problems involve the dynamic appearance of customers, whereas
some 10% involve dynamic travel times, and some 3% consider vehicle break-downs. Nevertheless,
the taxonomy of dynamic vehicle routing problem presented in Section 2 is not comprehensive
and should be supplemented with more detailed information on the nature of customer dynamism.
Thus, the following dynamic elements should be distinguished:
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• dynamic consumers—the information about customers is revealed gradually and concurrently
with actual route execution. In particular, the changes regarding consumers are related to

1. dynamic requests, including new requests and requests cancellations
2. dynamic localization, including changes in customers locations
3. dynamic demands, including changes in the number of ordered goods
4. dynamic customers’ availability—changing the time window of the consumer’s availability

(soft time window or hard window) and the information on which customers are present is
unknown a priori

5. dynamic order time—including changes in required by the customer serving or delivery
time (customers usually speed up the serving or delivery deadline)

• dynamic travel—travel times can be time or environment dependent, e.g., weather or traffic
conditions delay arrival at the given customer

• dynamic service times—the planned repair time may change depending on the problems identified
on the site

• dynamic vehicle availability, including unexpected events like vehicle breakdowns

2.1. Dynamic Customers’ Availability

One of the important aspects of a dynamic problem is information about costumer’s availability.
In static problems quality of information about costumer’s availability is known (deterministic),
i.e., the customer is available all the time, the exact start time of availability or the time window of
availability is known. There are various reasons for the dynamically changing availability of recipients.
The predictive and unexpected events related to the availability of consumer should be considered.
Firstly, there are many dynamic problems which consider knowledge on the dynamically revealed
information to anticipate the future (they deal with predictive events) and predictive analytics can be
used to accurately forecast future data. In this case, consumer availability can be determined as follows:

• stochastic—information about possible future events and progress can be based on historical data
and described by probability distributions;

• calculated based on the given rules and restrictions of the problem;

Secondly, the availability of customer may result from an unexpected event. For example,
new requests that can appear dynamically during the day can be treated as a new availability of
customer. Then, because of the owned information, two types of customers should be distinguished:

• well-known customer—all data describing the consumer is known, i.e., customer location and
data on roads leading to it;

• new unknown customer—it requires new knowledge of the customer location and data on
roads leading to it—the data of the problem has to be supplemented; this can be possible
thanks to technological advances (Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), positioning systems like
GPS or Gallileo, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems
(IVHS), mobile communication systems and mobile internet, traffic information systems).
These technologies increase both the availability and quality of information on future inputs.

2.2. Determining the Availability Time of Customers

The time of customer’s availability may be known in advance, unknown but depend on various
constraints or dependency, or unexpected. If the availability of customers is known in advance,
we are dealing with a static and deterministic problem. On the other hand, if the customer placed an
order, but the time of its availability has not been provided, then it is possible to distinguish between
situations where this time can be calculated based on the given rules and restrictions of the problem or
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stochastically predict based on historical data if only future events and progress can be determined by
probability distributions ϕn j(t).

Therefore, you can consider the following cases of determining the availability of customers:

1. all customers are available from the beginning. It does not change.
2. customers are not available at the beginning, but each of them has a specific time from which

they will be available and the release time rn j is known in advance.

3. customers are not available at the beginning and their time of availability is not given in advance
due to the existing dependencies. A general rule ρ according to which we can determine the
customer availability is known. A customer is available since the conditions of availability are met.
Thus, availability start time depends on the state of system s and is appropriately denoted rn j(s).

4. customers are available only in the time windows, known in advance
[
r1n j , r2n j

]
.

5. customers are not available at the beginning and their time of availability or time window are
not given in advance, but for each of them, we have historical data on the basis of which we
can predict customer behavior in this area. The availability start time and the end of availability
time are predicted using probability distributions ϕn j(t) and are appropriately denoted r̃1n j i r̃2n j .
These values are determined appropriately considering the confidence interval.

The problem of predicted consumer availability according to general rule ρ (case 3) is considered
in the paper. You can also notice that (1) and (2) are its special cases. The problem with time windows
(cases 4 and 5) is not considered in this work due to its specificity. It will be the subject of separate work.

To better understand the class of dynamic problem under consideration (what we mean by
dynamic), let’s consider an example of a company for which fifteen customers from all regular
customers placed an order on a given working day. The customers may be served by three vehicles.
The rule ρ means that after serving the given customer by any vehicle, customers associated with the
visited customer are available (previously unavailable). In the initial situation, only six out of fifteen
customers are available to serve. Figure 1 illustrates the situation where three vehicles go to designated
customers, three out of six available. Whereas, Figure 2 illustrates the next situation where customer
service by a second vehicle results, according to given rule ρ, in the possibility of servicing another
three customers, i.e., three additional clients are available now.
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situation where additional three clients are available to serve after customer service by a second vehicle.

An example is a problem of providing services to multi-location companies. There is a need to visit
the head office first (for example in order to negotiate, to establish the transaction conditions) before
servicing branch offices. A branch office of a given company can be visited only if the head office of
this company is already visited. However, after the head office has been visited, any salesperson from
the team can visit any branch office of that company. Another example is hospital-internal logistics
services, where the performance of certain subsequent services and tests is possible after sharing the
results of research from other places.

Another example of a problem belonging to the considered class is a dynamic pickup and delivery
problem with impatient customers, where each customer may cancel the request if the goods are not
picked up before a deadline. But unlike the problem presented in [27] the deadline is determined
directly by the customer (is deterministic). The customers’ location and request are known in advance
(is not stochastic), but a decision in each state depends not only on previously taken decisions and also
on exceeded deadlines.

3. Algebraic-Logical Meta-Model

The dynamic problem should be solved by approach considering the limitations related to the
input data availability or dependencies between input data resulting from the state of the system.
Methods that do not consider the possibility of changing input data cannot be used. Therefore,
most dynamic approaches allow calculating the solution in the new state of the problem (including
new data) and they use heuristic methods. Approaches for dynamic and deterministic vehicle routing
problems can be divided into two categories: those based on periodic re-optimization, and those based
on continuous re-optimization [36].

In this paper, an ALMM-based approach for collective decision making in dynamic vehicle routing
problem is presented. ALMM (Algebraic-Logical Meta-Model) approach is based on a multistage
decision-making process, where the decision is made jointly and considers the current situation
(current process state). This approach is the process trajectory-based simulation, where the solution is
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constructed in stages. Thus, there is a possibility to consider the existing constraints or dynamic input
data at a stage (given state of the problem). Let us recall Algebraic-Logical of Multistage Decision
Process (AL of MDP) formal definition, devised by Dudek-Dyduch [37,38].

AL of MDP Definition. Algebraic-logical of the multistage decision process is a process that is defined by
the sextuple:

AL−MDP = (U, S, s0, f , SN, SG) (1)

where:

• U is a set of decisions,
• S = X × T is a set of generalised states (X is a set of proper states and T ⊂ <+

∪ {0} is a subset of
non-negative real numbers representing the time instants),

• s0 = (x0, t0) is an initial generalised state,
• f : U × S→ S is a partial function called a transition n function (it does not have to be defined for

all elements of the set U × S),
• SN ⊂ S is a set of not admissible generalised states,
• SG ⊂ S is a set of goal generalised states, i.e., the states in which we want the process to be at the

end. �

Transition function f is defined by means of two functions, i.e., f = ( fx, ft) where:
fx : U ×X × T→ X determines the next state and ft : U ×X × T→ T determines the next time instant.

As a result of the decision u that is taken at some proper state x and a moment t, the state of the process
changes to x′ = fx(u, x, t) that is observed at the moment t′ = ft(u, x, t) = t + ∆t.

Since not all decisions defined formally make sense in certain situations, the transition function
f is defined as a partial one. Consequently, all limitations concerning the control decisions in a
given state s can be defined in a convenient way by means of so-called sets of possible decisions
Up(s) =

{
u ∈ U : (u, s) ∈ Dom f

}
.

To define a particular optimization problem in ALMM methodology, one should build an
algebraic-logical model of the problem P and give a specified optimisation criterion Q. The optimisation
task is to find an admissible decision sequence ũ that optimises criterion Q. Thus, the optimisation
problem is defined by the pair (P, Q).

The distinguishing features of ALMM methodology are as follows:

• values of particular coordinates of a state or/and decision do not have to be numerical and can be
names of elements (symbols) as well as some objects, for example, a finite set and sequence;

• the set of possible decisions UP, a set of non-admissible generalized states SN, and a set of
goal-generalized states SG are formally defined with the use of logical formula;

The ALMM approach uses a state space and enables process simulation, problem optimization,
and study of the problem properties. Finding a solution to the problem lies in generating a finite
sequence trajectory in state space (finding the path from the initial state to the state belonging to the set
of goal states or set of non-admissible states finish set). The trajectory generation is started from the
initial state. In each process stage, the new state is calculated using a transition function and depends
on the previous state and the collective decision made at this state. The decision has to be chosen from
Up(s)—a set of possible decisions in the given state. Generation of the state sequence is terminated if
the new state is a goal state, a non-admissible state, or a state with an empty set of possible decisions.

The trajectory generation is controlled through various general methods and/or specific
optimization algorithms or heuristic algorithms for searching only admissible solutions. In particular,
the following general approach based on ALMM methodology can be used:

• a method that uses a specially designed local optimization task and the idea of semi-metric—the
special local optimization criterion q(u, x, t) consists of the following three parts: components
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related to the value of the global index of quality for the generated trajectory, components related
to additional limitations or requirements and components responsible for the preference of certain
types of decisions resulting from problem analysis. Moreover, the local optimization task may use
the semi-metrics term in the state space [39,40];

• learning-based methods— these use the above specially designed local optimization task and the
idea of semi-metric and additionally gather the information about the quality of solution during a
searching process. Learning is realized in such a way that gathered information is used to change
the coefficients of the local optimization task components. In addition, the coefficient values can
be changed during the generation of the same trajectory (e.g., when certain limitations are inactive
or less important). The coefficient values established for the best trajectory represent aggregated
knowledge obtained in the course of experiments [41,42];

• a method based on the learning process connected with pruning non-perspective solutions—an
extended learning-based method in which it is possible to use gathered knowledge to also change
local optimization task form. Some components can be removed or new components related to
new limitations can be added because new additional limitations may arise in the current state.
Additionally, collected information is used to prune non-perspective trajectories. It should be
noted that every pruning, partial trajectory may be analyzed because pruning trajectories are
this kind of source of information that can be used to modify the coefficients of a local criterion
form [43];

• substitution tasks method—a solution is generated by means of a sequence of dynamically created
local optimization tasks, so-called substitution tasks. This task is a certain substitution multistage
process with the substitution criterion. Substitution tasks are created to facilitate the decision
making at a given state by substituting global optimization task with a simpler local task. A new
or modified substitution task is defined based on information gained during an automatic analysis
of the new process state. To construct the substitution task the concept of so-called intermediate
goals is used, which determine a certain set of final states of the substitution process [44];

In general, the ALMM approach is useful for a wide class of difficult (especially NP-hard problem)
multistage decision problems, the parameters of which depend on the system state. Moreover, dynamic
problems with unexpected events during the process can be modeled using ALMM methodology.

4. DVRP with Predicted Consumer Availability Problem Description and Formulation

Let us consider DVRP with predicted consumer availability. It is an example of dynamic problems
where input data availability depends on the state of the system and can be determined by a special rule.

The company has got a limited number of cars (with employees), which are used to serve the
customers. The vehicles start their planned route from the supplier company office (i.e., there is one
initial location for vehicles, the depot) and return to it at the end of each working day after all customers
are served.

The problem satisfies the following conditions:

• the company serves only well-known customers (the order can only be accepted if all consumer
data and terms of cooperation are specified in advance);

• the location of the consumer is known and does not change;
• each customer is assigned to one route;
• each customer is serviced by one vehicle;
• each route has to begin and end at the depot and a vehicle has to visit at least one customer;
• each vehicle departs from the depot and returns to it at the end of each working day;
• distances between customers and depot d(i, j) are known, symmetrical, and satisfy the

triangle inequality;
• the travel time could be calculated by dividing the distance by velocity of the vehicle;
• the service time is much larger than the travel time, thus, it is omitted;
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• there are no constraints in the capacity of the vehicle because there are no loads in the service
and the volume/weight of the goods needed for service is relatively small as compared to
vehicle capacity;

• not all customers are available from the beginning and are revealed dynamically during the design
or execution of the routes;

• the general rule, according to which it can be determined from when it is possible to service the
customer, is given;

• new orders from regular customers may appear.

The problem objective is to plan vehicle routes so that the whole set of customers is visited in the
shortest time.

The information about customer availability is revealed gradually and concurrently with actual
route execution, then the problem is dynamic. Note that the vehicle routing problem is NP-hard,
thus, the considered problem also belongs to the class of NP-hard problems.

Let’s define the problem under consideration in a formal way.
G = (NA, E) is a graph, where NA = {n0} ∪ N and N =

{
n1, n2, . . . , n|N|

}
is the set of vertices and

E = {
(
ni, n j

)∣∣∣∣ni ∈ NA, n j ∈ NA, ni , n j
}

is the set of edges. The vertex n0 represents a depot company,

where a fleet of M =
{
m1, m2, . . .m|M|

}
vehicles is located, while the vertex ni, i = 1, . . . , |N| represents

a customer company (well-known customer, for which all data describing the consumer is known,
i.e., customer location and data on roads leading to it). Each edge (ni, n j) ∀ ni, n j ∈ NA represents
a non-negative distance between the customer location ni and the customer location n j. The all
distances between locations are presented in the distance matrix D, where individual elements di j
are the distances between the location ni and the location n j, where i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , |N| and i , j.
All dii elements are infinite. GW = (NAW , EW) is a subgraph of G, where NAW = {n0} ∪ NW , NW ={
n1, n2, . . . , n|NW |

}
, NW ⊂ N is the subset of vertices that represent a customer companies visit in a

working day and EW = {
(
ni, n j

)∣∣∣∣ni ∈ NAW , n j ∈ NAW , ni , n j
}
, EW ⊂ E is the subset of edges.

In addition, let ai denote the available location to visit at working day and a set A(s) ⊂ N is a
set of all available location to visit in state s of the system. The number of its elements may change
(is increasing or decreasing) in particular state s. The available customers to visit in a working day (in
the initial state s0) are known and are equal to A. The dates of availability of subsequent customers are
calculated according to a predetermined general rule ρ. In particular, it means that the individual’s
availability dates of customers to visit are dependent on the state of the system s, calculate according to
a predetermined general rule ρ and denoted as rn j(s).

A vehicle travels with the velocity v, where the speed of individual cars varies due to traffic
regulations and technical capabilities. Travel time between the location ni and the location n j could
be calculated by dividing the distance by velocity of the vehicle. In addition, the time spent at every
customer is omitted.

The problem objective is to visit the whole set of customers and return to depot company in the
shortest time. Thus, dynamic vehicle routing problem is examined, where the aim of optimization is
makespan Cmax.

5. Algebraic-logical Model of the DVRP with Predicted Consumer Availability

The DVRP with predicted consumer availability problem has been modeled using ALMM
methodology. Below, the elements of its algebraic-logical model have been described: the state of the
system, the set of non-admissible states and the set of goal states, the decision, set of possible decisions
and the transition function. Modelling the problem using the ALMM methodology allows easy
modification of the ALM model of the problem and adapts to a similar one but with other constraints
or features. Therefore, the algebraic-logical model of the problem is based on the model of another
version of the dynamic VRP, proposed in [22]. The general structure and some elements of the model
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have been used, but significant modifications have been made to reflect the properties of the problem
under consideration. Input data and output data were specified. The set of a well-known customer
company is N =

{
n1, n2, . . . , n|N|

}
and the subset is NW =

{
n1, n2, . . . , n|NW |

}
, NW ⊂ N that represents a

customer companies visit in a working day can be distinguished. This allowed us to propose to take
into account unexpected events (new orders) during the working day.

To describe the problem, information on the type of activity and location of individual vehicles
and also consumers information (in particular whether they are available, whether they are waiting for
service, whether they are served or whether they have already been served). Targets are established
situations (states of the system), in which all customers have been served and vehicles returned to the
depot. An inadmissible (unacceptable) situation is the return of all vehicles when a customer has not
been served. Decisions regarding the activity of vehicles are made when the vehicle ends the consumer
service because the decision made earlier is not changed. Possible decisions vary with the stages of
work or on the basis of additional information about the availability of customers. The different types
of possibilities to determine customer availability have been considered in the set of possible decisions
and transition functions.

5.1. Initial Data

• G = (NA, E), NA = {n0} ∪ N where n0 denotes depot and N =
{
n1, n2, . . . , n|N|

}
is the set that

represents all customers ni, and E =
{(

ni, n j
)∣∣∣∣ni ∈ NA, n j ∈ NA, ni , n j

}
is the set that represents

distances between customers, including depot;
• GW = (NAW , EW) is a subgraph of G, where NAW = {n0} ∪ NW , NW =

{
n1, n2, . . . , n|NW |

}
, NW ⊂ N,

and n0 denotes depot and NW =
{
n1, n2, . . . , n|NW |

}
is the subset of vertices that represent a customer

companies visit in a working day, and EW =
{(

ni, n j
)∣∣∣∣ni ∈ NAW , n j ∈ NAW , ni , n j

}
, EW ⊂ E is the

subset that represents distances between company customers to be served in a working day,
including depot;

• D is the distance matrix, where individual elements di j are the distances between the customer
location ni and the customer location n j, where i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , |N| and i , j. All dii elements
are infinite;

• ai denotes the available customer to serve;
• A is a set of available customers to serve at the beginning of the working day (in the initial state

s0);
• ρ is a general rule of customers availability;
• rn j(s) is a time of n j customer availability (a release time dependent on system state s);

• M =
{
m1, m2, . . .m|M|

}
is the set that represents vehicles;

• vk is a velocity of the k-th vehicle (k = 1, . . . , |M|);

5.2. Process State

The process state s = (x, t) in particular moment t can be described by the state of all vehicles, a
set of served customers and a set of customers available to serve at the current moment. The proper
state x is defined as

x =
(
x0, x1, . . . , x|M|, x|M|+1

)
(2)

where

• x0 is the set of customers, that have been visited until moment t,
• xk is the state of the k-th vehicle, for k = 1, 2, . . . , |M|,
• x|M|+1 is the set of customers available to serve at the current moment t (i.e., set of available

consumers who have not been served so far and no vehicle has yet been assigned to serve them).
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At any given time it is important whether the vehicle performs some assigned work (goes to a
specific customer) or remains at the last visited location (pending work assignment). Thus, the state of
a k-th vehicle at a time t is as follows:

xk = (η,λ) (3)

where the values of individual variables are

• η ∈ NW ∪ n0 is the customer (location) the vehicle is going to serve or the location (related to the
depot or the last served customer) at which the vehicle stays,

• λ ∈ <+
∪ {0} is the length of road which the vehicle has to travel to reach the assigned customer

(location). If the vehicle is staying at some location (related to the depot or the last visited and
served customer), the value of λ is equal to 0.

5.3. Initial State

The process starts from an initial state s0 = (x0, t0), when t0 = 0. The initial generalised state of
the process is as follows:

x0 =
(
x0

0, x1
0, . . . , x|M|0 , x|M|+1

0

)
(4)

In the initial state at the time t0 the value of particular state coordinates is as follow:

• there is no customer served, so the set x0
0 is empty: x0

0 = ∅;

• all vehicles are at the depot (initial location) n0, therefore xk
0 = (n0, 0).

• not all customers are available to serve, thus the set of locations available is x|M|+1
0 = A.

Let us distinguish two characteristic states of vehicle:

• the k-th vehicle is not working (is idle) in state s when it is staying at the location ni (related to the
depot or the last served customer) and the next customer can be assigned to serve. Therefore,
the state of the k-th vehicle is xk(s) = (ni, 0);

• the k-th vehicle is working (is busy) in a given state s when it is going to a designated customer or
has finished the journey and returned to the depot n0:

xk(s) ∈
{
(η,λ) : η = ni, i , 0,ρ > 0∨ η = n0, t(s) > 0

}
(5)

5.4. Set of Non-Admissible Generalised States SN

A state s = (x, t) belongs to the set of non-admissible states if all vehicles have returned to the
depot and not all customers have been served. The definition of the set SN is as follows:

SN =
{
s = (x, t) : x0(s) , NW ∧∀k=1,...,|M|;

(
xk(s) = (n0, 0)

)
∧ t > 0

}
(6)

5.5. Set of Goal States SG

A state s = (x, t) is a goal if all the customers have been served and all vehicles have returned to
the depot (initial location) n0. Therefore, the definition of the set SG is as follows:

SG =
{
s = (x, t) : s < SN ∧ x0(s) = NW ∧∀k=1,...,|M|;

(
xk(s) = (n0, 0)

)}
(7)

Let us distinguish the set of assigned customers to serve in a given state s and denote as ˆNW(s).
This set contains customers ni, without depot ni , n0, who in a given state s, have been assigned to
particular vehicles η = ni, and the service has not yet been carried out (is in progress) λ > 0:

ˆNW(s) =
{
ni,i>0 : ∃k = 1, . . . , |M| : xk(s) = (η,λ), η = ni ∧ λ > 0

}
(8)
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5.6. Decisions

The following assumptions have been taken regarding the decision:

• a decision consists in assigning customer services to individual vehicles;
• a decision can be taken if and only if the vehicle finished the previously assigned job (customer

service);
• the taken decision cannot be changed, i.e., the vehicle (realizing decision taken earlier) can only

continue the previously assigned customer service;
• when there will not be any customer assigned to the idle vehicle, the vehicle is still idle;

According to ALMM methodology, a decision is not determined separately for one particular
vehicle but collectively for all vehicles. Therefore, during the collective decision making, the joint
operation of all vehicles, not the sum of the activities of individual vehicles is assessed. Thus, the decision
is defined as a vector u ∈ U = U1

× U2
× . . . × U|M|, instead of separate values for particular

vehicles. The particular coordinate uk
∈ Uk represents separate decisions and refers to the k-th

vehicle (k = 1, . . . , |M|).
It should be emphasized that because the problem is dynamical the values of the possible

decision are different at different states; that is why a decision related to the state of u(s) is considered.
Thus, a decision concerns joint decision-making in a given state of the system and is denoted as
u(s) =

(
u1(s), . . . , u|M|(s)

)
.

Due to the existing constraints or input data changing, not all decisions are possible at every state
s. Thus, the decision is chosen from the set of possible decisions Up(s), i.e., the set of decisions that can
be taken in the particular state s. In the problem under consideration, the set of possible decisions is
greatly influenced by the accessibility of the consumers, because the customer chosen to visit must
be available at this state. The time of all customer availability is not known in advance because it
depends on the existing constraints, which influence the state of the whole system, or new order during
the working day. In the first case, a rule ρ, checking whether the set of available locations should be
increased by a new available customer, should be calculated in each state. In the second case, it should
be checked if an additional order has not been received for the last considered system state.

A particular decision in the state s, (i.e., particular co-ordinate uk(s) of a decision vector
u(s) =

(
u1(s), . . . , u|M|(s)

)
), consists in assigning customer services to individual vehicles. Thus, the value

of a particular co-ordinate uk(s) ∈ x|M|(s) depend on the state in which the process is found and the
possible activity of the vehicle in this state and is as follows:

• if the k-th vehicle is working and ni customer is assigned to the k-th vehicle (i.e., xk = (ni,λ),
where λ > 0), then the only possible decision to take is traveling/serving continuation.
Thus, the decision is uk = ni. This decision means the continuation of assigned but not yet
finished work by particular vehicle;

• if the k-th vehicle is idle (is staying at ni location related to the depot or the last served customer,
i.e., xk = (ni, 0)) and there is no customer that could be assigned (x|M|+1 = ∅) but not all customers
have been served or are assigned to serve, i.e., (NW , x0(s) ∪ ˆNW(s)), then the only possible
decision to take is not assigning any new customers, the k-th vehicle is still staying at ni location.
Thus, the decision is uk = ni. This decision means that a particular vehicle should wait until the
moment when the next customers are available in accordance with the rule ρ;

• if the k-th vehicle is idle (is staying at ni location related to the depot or the last served customer,
i.e., xk = (ni, 0)) and there is an available customer that could be assigned to serve (n j ∈ x|M|+1(s)),
then the possible decision to take is assigning any new customer n j. Thus, the decision is uk = n j,
n j , ni; This decision means that the vehicle starts serving a new customer;

• if the k-th vehicle is idle (is staying at ni location related to the depot or the last visited customer,
i.e., xk = (ni, 0)) and there is no customer that could be assigned (x|M|+1 = ∅) and all customers
have been served or are assigned to serve another vehicle, i.e.,NW = x0(s) ∪ ˆNW(s), then the
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only possible decision to take is assigning the initial location (depot) n0. Thus, the decision
is uk = no; Such a decision will cause vehicles that have already reached the depot to remain
in it, while vehicles that are outside the depot and have finished their last service will go to
the depot. The decision does not apply to other vehicles that continue to service previously
assigned customers.

Thus, a particular decision uk(s) for the k-th vehicle in state s = (x, t) is defined as follows:

uk(s) =


ni for

(xk(s) = (ni,λ)∧ λ > 0)∨
∨xk(s) = (ni, 0)∧ x|M|+1(s) = ∅∧NW , x0(s)∪ ˆNW(s))

n j for (xk(s) = (ni, 0)∧ n j ∈ x|M|+1(s)∧ n j , ni

n0 for (xk(s) = (ni, 0)∧NW = x0(s)∪ ˆNW(s)

(9)

The decision up(s) must belong to the set of possible decision Up(s) in a given state s. A collective
possible decision is not only dependent on the state of the particular vehicle, but also on the state of
the system. It is not allowed to make a collective decision that enables assigning the same customer
to more than one vehicle at the same time, except if all customers have been visited and the vehicle
returns to the depot (initial location n0). The complete definition of the set of the possible decision
Up(s) in a given state s is as follows:

Up(s) = U1
p(s) × . . .×U|M|p (s)\H(s) (10)

where H(s) is a set of decisions u(s) =
(
u1(s), . . . , u|M|(s)

)
assigning the same customer to more than

one vehicle at the same time except that the vehicle returns to the depot (initial location n0):

H(s) =
{
u(s) : ∃k=1,...,|M|∃l=1,...,|M| : k , l∧ uk(s) = ul(s) = ni ∧ ni , n0 (11)

Such a definition of the set H(s) does not exclude the decision on returning to the depot by
the vehicle even if there are still customers to serve. It does not limit the set of possible decisions.
A decision about an earlier returning and leaving service of other customers to other vehicles may be
beneficial due to the criterion function. However, the choice of such a decision depends on the selected
optimization algorithm.

5.7. Transition Function

Based on the current state s = (x, t) and the decision taken in this state u(s), the subsequent state
(x′, t′) = f (u, x, t) is generated by means of the transition function f . The transition function is defined
for each possible decision u(s) ∈ Up(s) and consists of two stages.

First, it is necessary to determine the moment t′ when the subsequent state occurs. It is the nearest
moment in which at least one vehicle has served the previously assigned customer or the next moment
the customer is available. It is assumed that checking if there are new orders takes place only at such
designated moments.

The subsequent state x′ will occur at the moment t′ = t + ∆t, where ∆t equals the lowest value of
the established completion times:

• if the k-th vehicle, staying at a location related to the depot or the last served customer ni, is idle

and has an assigned customer n j to serve, the completion time is equal to tk =
di j

vk , where vk is a
velocity of the k-th vehicle,

• if the k-th vehicle is going to a previously assigned customer ni and the length of the remaining
part of the road on which the vehicle has to travel to reach the assigned customer is equal to λ
(i.e., xk = (ni,λ), 0 < λ < di j), then the completion time is equal to tk = λ

vk , where vk is a velocity
of the k-th vehicle,
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• if the k-th vehicle is idle and no new customer is assigned, the completion time is equal to the
minimum time at which a new customer will be available according to its availability rule rn j :

tk = min
j

{
rn j : n j ∈ NW\

{
x0(s)∪ ˆNW(s)

}}
(12)

Once the moment t′ is known, it is possible to determine the particular co-ordinates of the proper
state of the process at that time.

The set of visited locations
The set of served customers (first proper state coordinate) x0′ , is modified by adding each customer

served by one of the vehicles at time t′:

x0(s)′ = x0(s)∪
{
ni,i>0 ∈ NW : ∃k=1,2,...,|M|uk(s) = ni ∧ tk = ∆t

}
(13)

The state of the vehicle
The state of the k-th vehicle xk = (η,λ) goes into xk′ = (η′,λ′), for k = 1, 2, . . . , |M| and is

determined as follows:

• if the k-th vehicle is going to customer ni (i.e., the vehicle is working—xk = (ni,λ), where λ > 0)
and the decision is a continuation of travel uk = ni (If tk = ∆t then the vehicle will finish service of
ni customer in the next state and if tk > ∆t, then the vehicle is during ni customer service.)

η′ = ni

λ′ =

{
0 for tk = ∆t

λ− v∗∆t for tk > ∆t
(14)

• if the k-th vehicle is staying at ni location (i.e., the vehicle is idle—xk = (ni, 0)) and there is no
customer that could be assigned (x|M|+1 = ∅) but not all customers have been served or are
assigning to serve i.e., (NW , x0(s)∪ ˆNW(s)) and the decision is still staying at ni location, uk = ni:

η′ = ni
λ′ = 0

(15)

• if the k-th vehicle is staying at ni location, (i.e., xk = (ni, 0)) and there is an available customer that
could be assigned (n j ∈ x|M|+1) and the decision is assigning any new customer n j (uk = n j, n j , ni),
(than the length of road which the vehicle has to travel to reach the assigned customer is equal
to di j):

η′ = n j
λ′ = di j

(16)

• if the k-th vehicle is staying at ni location, (i.e., xk = (ni, 0)) and there is no customer that
could be assigned (x|M|+1 = ∅) and all customers have been visited or are assigning to serve
(i.e., NW = x0(s)∪ ˆNW(s)) and the decision is assigning the depot (initial location n0), uk = no:

η′ = n0

λ′ = di0
(17)

The set of available locations to serve
The coordinate x|M|+1 is the set of customers available to serve at the current moment t (i.e., set of

available consumers who have not been served so far and no vehicle has yet been assigned to serve
them) is modified by reduction of the customers which have been just served or assigned to serve by
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vehicle and adding each customer, whose availability time rn j(s), calculated from rule ρ is in the time
window between the current state and next state, and the initial state n0 is always available:

x|M|+1(s)′ = x|M|+1(s)\
{
x0(s)∪ ˆN(s)

}
∪

{
n j : rn j(s) ∈ (t, t + ∆t]

}
∪ {n0} (18)

5.8. Output Data

At the output, we get the trajectory (or multiple trajectories) of the process. A single trajectory
starts from the initial state s0 and ends in one of the sets: a set of goal states SG final states or set of
non-admissible generalized states SN. Therefore, a sequence of states s̃ = (s0, s1, . . . , sn) is determined
from the state s0, i.e., the initial situation when vehicles start from the depot, through successively
designated intermediate states up to the final state sn in which vehicles return to the depot. If all
customers have been served, the solution is acceptable. However, if the vehicles come back and a
customer has not been served, the solution is unacceptable. In addition, a sequence of decisions
(process controls) ũ = (u0, u1, . . . , un), defining the trajectory, is determined. It contains decisions taken
in individual successive states of the process.

Depending on the optimization algorithm used, a single trajectory or set of trajectories can be
determined. In the case of algorithms that provide many process trajectories (solutions), one can
choose the one with the best quality criterion. In particular, the new trajectories start from an initial
state or can be created by correcting the final part of previously generated trajectories. Generally, it is
possible to develop an algorithm based on ALMM methodology that can generate all trajectories of the
process and in this case, the optimal solution can be found as long as an admissible solution exists.
The general method of generating a solution graph using the ALMM methodology is presented in [37].

5.9. Unexpected Customer Availability

In the presented approach new orders may be considered as unpredictable events, related to
customer availability. However, it should be distinguished whether the order is from a well-known
customer or from a new one.

If the order is from a well-known customer all data describing the consumer is known, i.e., customer
location and data on roads leading to it. If you want to include a new order, the set of customers
to be served in a given state should be increased by a subset containing customers with new orders
Nnew(s) ⊂ N\NW . Then the set of customers to serve at working day equals NW := NW ∪ Nnew(s).
Necessary information to be completed is the availability of new customers. Therefore, it is necessary
to modify the set of available customers A(s) in a given process state si = (xi, ti) by supplementing it
with those of the new customers for which the order was received and their rn j(s) time of n j customer
availability (its release time, dependent on system state s) is less than or equal to the current time ti.
If these customers are available at the time of ordering, then the given set x|M|+1(s), the set of customers
available to serve at the current moment t, should be increased by those customers:

x|M|+1(s) := x|M|+1(s)∪
{
n j : n j ∈ Nnew(s)

}
(19)

Otherwise, the moment of availability of these customers rn j(s) will be determined in accordance
with the rule ρ as for other customers. The other elements of the algebraic-logical model do not change.

In turn, the inclusion of dynamic orders from a completely new unknown customer is more
complicated. It requires new knowledge of the customer location and data on roads leading to it.
Thus, we deal with new initial data. The data of the problem has to be supplemented by

• location of customer and data on roads leading to it;
• modification of graph G = (NA, E), representing connections between depot and customers;
• checking whether the rule ρ of customer availability agrees or making a new shared rule ρ′,

which may introduce significant changes in the problem and its solution;
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6. Additional Event Prediction

In the case of the problem under consideration, instead of only using information about
currently available clients, you can include additional information about the expected availability.
This information can be calculated on the basis of known dates of service completion by other vehicles,
which are in the performance of assigned work (service assigned customer). This allows making
decisions about the serving of customer by a particular vehicle not only when the customer is already
available, but in advance, so that the vehicle is at the customer’s place when the availability starts
or shortly thereafter. In this case, the above algebraic-logical model should be supplemented with
possible decisions, which allocate to the vehicle of the customer for whom we already know the time of
availability (currently it is possible to calculate) and travel time to the customer is greater than or equal
to the time of its availability. The transition function should also be modified accordingly, including
the collection set of locations available to serve at the current moment t.

In addition, we can take into account that it is possible to leave the vehicle idle, awaiting the
future availability of customers. In a situation when the time of completing assigned tasks to vehicles
is known, it is possible to designate customers who will be available in the near future. Refraining from
starting an immediate next action by the vehicle and waiting may give the opportunity to make better
decisions in the long run (e.g., in the next state of the process the condition will be met, according to
which a significant number of customers will be available). In this case, the problem model should
be significantly modified by interfering in the form of a state system, make a distinction between the
status of the vehicle is stationary due to the lack of customers to serve or the stoppage associated with
waiting for the availability of more customers.

It seems that both approaches could significantly reduce the implementation time of the whole
problem. This will be the subject of further research.

7. Discussion

The area of dynamic optimization in vehicle routing, in particular, is recently getting increasing
attention. The various versions of this problem are considered and various methods of solution are
proposed, including multi-disciplinary approaches.

In this paper, a classification of the DVRP problem due to various elements causing dynamism
is proposed. In particular, different determining the availability time of customers is described.
The predictive an unexpected the availability time of customers is distinguished.

The Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem (DVRP) with predicted consumer availability has been
surveyed in this paper. This problem belongs to the class of problem where input data availability is
unknown in advance and depends on the state of the system. Such specific properties of the problem
make it impossible to use most of the known classical optimization techniques (e.g., genetic algorithm,
tabu search, simulated annealing), because they don’t take that into account. Thus, using an approach
based on Algebraic-Logical Meta-Model methodology is proposed. This study shows that the ALMM
based approach enables defining flexible rules to model a dynamic process.

In the paper general rule of customer’s availability is used. Thanks to this problem with various
different limitations on the availability of customers can be modeled, including a static problem with
known release time or time window. Moreover, it is possible to apply probability distributions ϕn j(t)
to predict an availability start time and the end. Thus, the stochastic availability of customers may be
modeled. This means that the same metaheuristics can be used for solving problems with the same
quality criterion.

An important novelty is the opportunity to model the problem with unexpected customer
availability. By analogy, other unexpected events can be taken into account, for example, unexpected
servicing time or travel time. Such events can usually be taken into account by directly modifying the
values of certain model parameters. It is possible even during the generation of a solution (process
trajectory), without the need to adapt the applied algorithm.
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Another new aspect touched upon in the paper is to describe the possibilities of including
additional event prediction using the ALM model. It seems that a small change in the elements of the
model will allow including additional information about the problem and make decisions predicting
previously the result of earlier decisions. And such an additional prediction should positively affect
the quality of the objective function.

The advantage of the ALMM approach is that the decision is a vector corresponding to the objects.
Thus, one collective decision, regarding all objects, is taken in a given state. Moreover, as our previous
research for other problems has shown, it is possible to develop a special type of metaheuristics and
algorithms to solve dynamic problems based on this approach.

There are also some limitations of using the ALMM approach. Firstly, the model building requires
knowledge of rules and practice. Such a guide on how to develop the algebraic-logical model of
problems is the subject of parallel work. Secondly, there is no solver, so if you want to do simulation
experiments you cannot use ready-made solution, such as Matlab, CPLEX. An idea of solver using the
ALMM methodology has been developed. However, work related to its implementation is still under
in progress [45–48].

Different issues remain open under dynamic VRP. Thus, further work will cover three main
areas: Firstly, the development of work related to other cases of determining the availability of
customers (time windows, stochastic time) is planned; Secondly, the proper algorithms using the
ALMM feature to optimize these different DVRP problems will be designed; Thirdly, future research
plans to support the decision-making process with additional knowledge. Moreover, studies on
dynamic VRP by considering the uncertainty are very attractive because the risk of change exists often
in real-world problems.
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